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I. Verbal Ability (40%). The following questions are incomplete sentences. Choose the best answer to 

complete each sentence, and then mark A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet. 

1. Can you do me a ____ ? Can you take care of my dog when I go to the supermarket?  

  A. favor             B. help                 C. service            D. fever     

2. My English is poor, but I will _____ my best to pass the exam. 

  A. make             B. hope                 C. do               D. use 

3. You can take the free ________ to go to the department store.  

  A. garbage truck      B. food truck             C. school bus         D. shuttle bus 

4. You’re not _____ to talk during the test.  

  A. agreed            B. allowed               C. accepted          D. accessed  

5. Yesterday we _____ our grandfather’s 80th birthday at a Chinese restaurant.  

  A. kept              B. marked               C. celebrated         D. welcomed 

6. This year our company was able to _____ all its sales goals. 

  A. get               B. act                   C. run              D. achieve 

7. I’m a city person. It _____ much courage for me to go out in the wilderness.  

  A. takes             B. spends                C. costs             D. pays 

8. As the factory is downsizing, many workers lose their ______. A priority is to get people back to work. 

  A. duty              B. task                  C. livelihood         D. undertaking 

9. He always sticks to his words and ______ his promise. 

   A. answers          B. delivers               C. applies           D. works   

10. Millions of people suffer from the catastrophic effects of extreme disasters _______ by climate change. 

   A. exacerbated       B. enticed               C. mitigated          D. reimbursed   

11. There were as _____ as 40,000 people at the concert. 

   A. long             B. big                  C. much             D. many 

12. You __________ now, or you will fail the course.  

   A. are studying       B. had better study        C. might study        D. must have studied  

13. Two of every three deaths in current long-term smokers can be directly ________ smoking. 

   A. attributed to       B. obligated to           C. qualified for        D. compensated for 

14. I can't jump _____ higher. 

   A. little             B. least                 C. more              D. any 

15. I drove twenty kilometers _______ than necessary. 

   A. over           B. away                  C. further             D. beyond  
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16. James has been living in the village for years; _______, the villagers still think of him as an outsider. 

A. in contrast        B. nevertheless            C. accordingly       D. likewise 

17. We’re running out of food, but I just called for food delivery. If we had known you were coming, we  

    ___________ more food yesterday.    

   A. were buying       B. bought                C. must buy         D. would have bought     

18. The teacher ______ his students write the answers on the blackboard. 

   A. forced            B. asked                 C. had              D. got 

19. The doctor advised that I ____ working until the semester is over.  

   A. not starting        B. not start               C. will not start       D. must not have started 

20. He ________________ this problem, but he didn’t.  

   A. could have fixed    B. could be fixing         C. will fix           D. will be fixing  

 

II. Sentence structure: 20%. In each of the following sentences, choose one underlined word or phrase that 

is grammatically incorrect and correct it.   

 

Example: It’s easy to assume that Disney was the driving force behind Mickey Mouse, and in fact, that’s the  

         A                                          B                     C 

        story when you’ll often hear. 

              D   

Answers: D; that 

 

1. Falling asleep as soon when the airplane starts moving is not a sign of a well-rested person, sleep experts  

   A                B                                 C  

say; in fact, it's just the opposite. 

                    D 

 

2.  It’s estimating that more than 800 million people around the world don’t have safe drinking water, and  

       A                                               B                       C  

even in the US, cities had to use bottled water instead of tap water. 

                            D   

3. Afghanistan was rocked by its deadliest earthquake in decades on Wednesday when a magnitude 5.9  

                           A                  B                 C 

earthquake struck the country's east, killing more than 1,000 people and wounded many more, according  

                                                             D 

to a regional official. 
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4. No sooner had the child seen his mother and he burst into tears. 

   A                   B           C       D 

5. The defamation trial of Hollywood stars Johnny Depp and Amber Heard has long been making headlines,  

                                                               A        B              

and with the trial coming to an end, it is heated online debate about the guilt or innocence of either  

                C           D  

party. 

6. “Many people in rich countries were shocked by the world’s unequal response of Covid,” Bill Gates  

                                     A                         B 

writes in his new book, How to Prevent the Next Pandemic, which offers insights into how the tech  

                                                                  C 

billionaire and global health leader believes the world should prepare for global health crises. 

                                                        D          

7. The head of America's central bank told members of Congress this week that its efforts to bring down  

                                                              A                                   

   rapidly rising prices by raising interest rates risk triggering a sustained economic slowdown, but were  

                                       B                                      C 

   worthy it to restore price stability. 

     D  

 

8. Some 3,500 infants, many of them are in socially disadvantaged communities, die from sleep-related  

                           A     B            C                             D 

   infant deaths in the United States each year.  

 

9. The Walt Disney Company is something of a titan today and the innovation and principles which it stands 

                          A                   B                           C 

 were originally crafted by a group of legendary visionaries. 

                                 D 

                         

10.  If every one of the UK's 30 million gardeners will plant one medium-sized tree and let it grow to  

                                          A 

maturity, they would store the same amount of carbon as is produced by driving 284 billion miles (457  

                                B                           C                           

billion km), 11 million times around the planet, research by the RHS shows. 

                    D                          
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III. Reading Comprehension: 20%.  

 

Reading 1 

     Last month, I decided to move out of my parents’ place and start living on my own. I searched in the 

newspaper for apartment listings and found a place not too far from my work. The landlord showed me 

around the apartment, and because it suited my needs, I signed the rental agreement and paid a deposit, some 

of which I might get back when I move out. The apartment has two bedrooms, one bathroom, a living room, 

and kitchen.      (3)     . Right before I moved in, the landlord put in a new carpet and had the walls 

painted, so it looks like a new place. The rent is $650 a month, not including utilities. I pay about $100 for 

gas, electricity, water, sewage, and Internet service.  

        (4)   , the apartment complex doesn’t allow pets, so my dog has to stay with my parents for now. I 

might get a roommate at some point to share expenses, but I haven’t decided on that yet. The place looks a 

little empty because it isn’t furnished, but for the time being, I only have the basics: a bed, a table, a small 

sofa in the living room, and a TV. It’s not as livable and cozy as my parents’ place, but it will do for now. 

 

1. Based on the passage, which of the following is true?   

A. The landlord has a dog.  

B. There is a cat in the author’s new place.  

C. The author doesn’t live with his parents now.   

D. The author has never met his landlord.  

 

2. Roughly speaking, how much does the author pay for rent and utilities per month?  

A. $100          B. $550            C. $650         D. $750 

 

3. Which of the following would be the best sentence to insert in (3) of the first paragraph?    

A. The landlord pays for the gas, but the tenant pays for all other utilities.  

B. It also has a small utility room where I keep my washer and dryer. 

C. Two-bedroom apartments are an increasingly popular apartment type.  

D. I hope these tips and ideas inspire you to get your laundry room beautifully organized. 

 

4. Which of the following would be the best to insert in (4) of the second paragraph? 

A. For example    B. Consequently     C. Unfortunately    D. In other words 

 

5. Where would the passage be most likely to appear?  

A. on a blog       B. on a poster       C. on a billboard    D. in a medical textbook    
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Reading 2 

     It’s Friday night during a pandemic and you’re in the mood to eat out, so you open up a popular 

delivery app, pick a trendy looking burger joint and place your order. But here’s the thing, the restaurant you 

just ordered from doesn’t exist. They have no tables, no storefront, and no waitstaff. In fact, there is no 

kitchen. Your order went to a “ghost kitchen”— and your food was prepared at a nearby catering shop, or 

maybe even at the chain restaurant around the corner. Ghost Kitchens, sometimes also called Cloud Kitchens, 

are just one of many business and technical innovations restaurants have adopted in the last year to survive 

the economic pressures of the pandemic. According to the National Restaurant Association, industry sales 

were down $240 billion in 2020 from an expected $899 billion, which is comparable to 2019’s $863 billion 

in sales.  

     The pressure on businesses to upend longstanding practices has given rise to new restaurant concepts, 

technologies and organizational structures, hoping to find resilient methods in unpredictable times. From QR 

code menus to the adoption of pickup and delivery options to total organizational shifts, food industry 

businesses and workers across America have had to change or innovate in the face of COVID-19 and its 

economic impacts. The biggest effect on the industry was likely the mass closures and limitations on indoor 

dining, which pushed many restaurants to adopt pickup and delivery options as their main source of income. 

In their 2021 report, the National Restaurant Association found that 53 percent of adults consider takeout or 

food delivery essential to the way they live. 

     [A] As restaurants were closing throughout the country, leaving kitchen staff without work, two chefs 

in Washington, D.C. set out on a new food adventure. Recently furloughed, they used the global pandemic as 

a springboard for their own business idea: Chefs Teresa Padilla and Geraldine Mendoza opened Taqueria 

Xochi, a Mexican street food-inspired venture. [B] Within months of opening, the restaurant began to thrive, 

in part because they chose to embrace a pickup and delivery only model to maintain social distancing 

measures with customers. “To be honest with you, I never thought I would ever open a restaurant, especially 

during a pandemic,” said Mendoza, the director of operations. “It just kind of snowballed.” [C] Both Padilla 

and Mendoza worked at the D.C. area restaurant China Chilcano as a chef and house manager respectively, 

when they were furloughed. Padilla had over a decade of experience in the industry and wanted to bring 

cemitas and other traditional Mexican street food to the D.C. area. [D] “People come and they love the food 

and they hear our story,” she said. “We’re very grateful for everyone who has helped us.” 

 

6. Which of the following may be the best title for the passage?  

A. Restaurants Learned the Wrong Pandemic Lessons 

B. 4 Reasons Ghost Kitchens Will Succeed in the New Normal  

C. How Restaurants Have Innovated to Face the Pandemic 

D. The Reopening Rules for Bars and Restaurants 
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7. Which of the following is closest in meaning to upend in the second paragraph? 

A. manage         B. overturn         C. uphold        D. restore 

8. Look at the four squares that indicate where the following sentence can be added to the third paragraph of 

Reading 2: “Mendoza explained that their success largely came from word-of-mouth.” 

 

  Where would the sentence best fit? 

  [A]   [B]   [C]   [D]   

9. What can we infer form the passage?  

A. The COVID-19 crisis has made restaurants scramble to catch up to delivery demand. 

B. Restaurant owners in the US dismiss the idea of serving meals without having a dining space. 

C. Despite the pandemic, many customers are reluctant to order food delivery.  

D. Ghost kitchens can hardly be a sustainable business model for restaurants after the pandemic.  

10. Which of the following statements would the author be most likely to agree with? 

A. As a result of the pandemic, fast food prices have hit the lowest in US history.    

B. To the degree that consumers’ food delivery habits will continue after the COVID-19 pandemic 

subsides, ghost kitchens are a technology-driven initiative that could potentially encounter a boost as 

restaurants search for alternative delivery models to meet rising consumer demand. 

C. Most restaurants in Washington, D.C. will soon be fully booked when the economy reopens.  

D. In the future, full-service restaurants – sit-down eateries with waiting staff – will do much better than 

limited-service restaurants, where customers pay up front and collect their own food. 

 

IV. Writing Ability: 20%. Make one sentence in English for each of the following phrases.  

Example: … even if…    I hope to take a vacation even if it is only for a few days. 

1. … too…to… 

2. … in spite of … 

3. …. in terms of …  

4. Neither… nor… 

5. … let alone …. 

6. … as if … 

7. Needless to say… 

8. … unless … 

9. What if … 

10. … whereas … 

 




